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Important notice & disclaimer

For personal use only

This document has been prepared solely for the purpose of providing potential investors with information about Volpara Health technologies Limited (“Volpara”, “VHT” or the “Company”). The information contained in this document does not purport to
contain all of the information that a potential investor may need or desire. Potential investors should conduct their own investigation and analysis of Volpara and of the information contained in this document and should rely solely on their own judgment,
review and analysis in deciding whether to invest in Volpara.

Forward-looking statements
This presentation may include forward-looking statements. Such statements can generally be identified by the use of words such as ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘estimate’, ‘anticipate’, ‘believe’, ‘continue’, ‘objectives’, ‘outlook’, ‘guidance‘, ‘forecast’ and
similar expressions. Indications of plans, strategies, management objectives, sales and financial performance are also forward-looking statements. Such statements are not guarantees of future performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties,
assumptions, contingencies and other factors, many of which are outside the control of Volpara. No representation is made or will be made that any forward-looking statement will be achieved or will prove to be correct. Actual results, performance, operations
or achievements may vary materially from any forward-looking statements. Circumstances may change and the content of this presentation may become outdated as a result. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements
and Volpara assumes no obligation to update such statements. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability, adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation.
Past performance
Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.
Information is not advice or offer of securities
This presentation is not, and is not intended to constitute, financial advice, or an offer invitation, solicitation or recommendation to acquire or sell Volpara shares or any other financial products in any jurisdiction and is not a prospectus, product disclosure
statement, disclosure document or other offering document under Australian law or any other law. This presentation also does not form the basis of any contract or commitment to sell or apply for securities in Volpara or any of its subsidiaries. It is for
information purposes only. Volpara does not warrant or represent that the information in this presentation is free from errors, omissions or misrepresentations or is suitable for your intended use. The information contained in this presentation has been
prepared without taking account of any person’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs and nothing contained in this presentation constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice. The information provided in this presentation may not
be suitable for your specific needs and should not be relied upon by you in substitution of you obtaining independent advice. Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, Volpara accepts no responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or
expense (whether direct, or indirect, consequential, exceptional or special damages including but not limited to loss of revenue, profits, time, goodwill, data, anticipated savings, opportunity, business reputation, future reputation, production or profit, any delay
costs, economic loss or damage) incurred by you as a result of any error, omission or misrepresentation in this presentation.
Preparation of information
All financial information has been prepared and reviewed in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in New Zealand, New Zealand Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards and International Financial Reporting Standards.
Certain financial data included in this presentation is ‘non-IFRS financial information’. The Company believes that this non-IFRS financial information provides useful insight in measuring the financial performance and condition of Volpara. Readers are cautioned
not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS financial information including ratios included in this presentation.
Third party information and market data
The views expressed in this presentation contain information that has been derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information. This presentation should not be relied upon as a recommendation or forecast by Volpara. Market share information is based on management estimates except where explicitly identified.
No liability or responsibility
The information in this presentation is general in nature and is provided in summary form and is therefore does not purport to be complete. None of Volpara’s advisers (Advisers) has authorised, permitted or caused the issue or lodgement, submission,
dispatch or provision of this presentation and there is no statement in this presentation which is based on any statement made by any of them or by any of their affiliates, officers or employees. To the maximum extent permitted by law, each Adviser and each
of their respective affiliates, officers, employees and advisers expressly disclaim all liabilities in respect of, and make no representations regarding, and take no responsibility for, any part of this presentation and make no representation or warranty as to the
currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of this presentation.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Volpara and each of its affiliates, directors, employees, officers, partners, agents and Advisers and any other person involved in the preparation of this presentation disclaim all liability and responsibility (including
without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may arise or be suffered through use or reliance on anything contained in, or omitted from, this presentation. Volpara accepts no responsibility or
obligation to inform you of any matter arising or coming to their notice after the date of this presentation which may affect any matter referred to in this presentation.
Each recipient of this presentation represents and warrants to Volpara that it is able to receive this presentation without contravention of any applicable legal restriction in which the recipient resides, conducts business or receives this document. For this
purpose, recipients’ attention is drawn to the Appendix.
This presentation should be read in conjunction with Volpara’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with ASX.
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Chairman’s Report – FY2018, a successful year

•

FY2018 was very successful, the engineering team is delivering
world-class products to a global audience, and we have an
outstanding sales force in place predominantly in the US
focusing on our largest market, which makes up ~90% of our
sales.

•

The key was VolparaEnterprise, our cloud-based breast
imaging analytics software, for which FY2018 was the first year
of real sales effort as we completed the move from capital to
SaaS, and started to look at long-term contracts and increasing
ARPU (price per woman).

•

We also have a phenomenal data set now on which to develop
new products using AI to continue to help reduce the overall
impact of breast cancer, both in terms of mortality and cost.
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Thank you Lyn, hello Monica & Paul
Lyn Swinburne, AM

Dr Monica Saini
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Medical Officer

Joined us Nov 2017
Former Chief Breast Imaging in US radiology practice
Former Medical Director, GE Breast Ultrasound Globally
Lead radiologist at Hutt Valley, DHB, New Zealand
Medical Advisor of Breast Cancer New Zealand Foundation

Paul Reid

Non-Executive Director

• Joined the Board in 2018, based Wellington.
• Former CEO of MetService, Figured, and Executive at AirNZ, Carter
Holt Harvey.
• Chairman of Figured, Pukeko Pictures, Netlogix and Director for NZ
listed Comvita.

We are well placed for FY2019 and beyond, thanks to the successful capital raise which was
very well supported, and we’d like to thank new and existing investors who participated as
well as Morgan’s and Bell Potter for their help in that raise.

And thank you to the entire Volpara team for their contributions during FY2018.
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CEO’s Report – Breast cancer rates continue to rise

•

Every year 1.5 million women are diagnosed with
breast cancer globally.

•

535,000 women globally die annually of breast cancer,
making it the leading cause of cancer death in women.

•

Rates of breast cancer continue to rise across Asia and
Africa at alarming rates…..and the National Cancer
Institute forecasts number of breast cancers diagnosed
in the US to increase by 50% by 2030.
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Major new studies give hope, but early detection is still key

Early detection leads to reduced mortality, less invasive cancer treatment, and reduced cost.

Screening using x-rays remains the best method of early detection.
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The VHT mission has expanded beyond screening
To reduce the mortality and cost of breast cancer through software that allows
control of high-quality screening, diagnosis & treatment.

Volpara is unique in measuring and reporting on all these
metrics for all major x-ray vendors.
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VolparaDensity correlates to risk of missing cancer
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VolparaDensity and risk of developing breast cancer

These papers led to the PROCAS II project which are around
implementation of density and risk into the UK’s NHS BSP.
The trial goes live shortly – exciting not only for the
commercial possibilities, but also this is our first IoT
implementation – should dramatically reduce costs in future
for support, critical as we continue to grow globally.
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Breast Density – US State & Federal Laws – 88% women now covered
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Breast Density – Australia

Today (22nd August) in Adelaide.
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Quality is also critical, FDA EQUIP continues to drive sales

EQUIP: Enhancing Quality
Using the Inspection Program
“ MQSA’s emphasis on the
significance of clinical image
quality, which is one of the most
important determinants of the
accuracy of mammography. ”
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VolparaEnterprise – Cloud-based Breast Imaging Analytics
Volpara Cloud powered by Artificial Intelligence

Access to AI Analytics
via a web-browser log-in
to the Cloud (Microsoft
Azure)

Volpara proprietary
software aggregates data

Clinician with Volpara
software installed

VolparaEnterprise Dashboard

Uses Volpara dashboards to better
manage staff, utilisation,
compliance and ultimately
profitability

Imaging Clinic Manager

End March 2018, over 1M women’s images
flowing to our Cloud.
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VolparaEnterprise 2.2.1 launched
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VolparaEnterprise 2.2.2 due for release Sept 2018
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VolparaEnterprise case studies – Mayfair, Canada
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VolparaEnterprise case studies – Invision Diagnostics

“As a radiologist, my ability to detect breast cancer is limited by
the quality of the mammogram images that are presented.
VolparaEnterprise gives us the ability to monitor the technical
quality of every mammogram performed in our mobile coaches.
This provides our patients and their physicians with the
confidence that they will consistently receive a high-quality
mammogram,” said Kenneth Fox, MD, Chief Medical Officer,
Invision Diagnostics. “Additionally, with objective breast density
assessment, we can more accurately identify high-risk patients
that may require adjuvant screening."
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VolparaEnterprise case studies – image quality is improving
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New Zealand continues to adopt
St Marks (Auckland)
Auckland Breast Centre
Mercy Radiology (Auckland)

Private screening gives
patients a density score, and
use risk models such as TyrerCuzick 8 to triage patients.
Mercy & Broadway are also
Enterprise customers.

Broadway Radiology
Palmerston North

One NZ public screening site is trialing VolparaEnterprise:
-

3 Public Screening Sites, 1 Hospital, 1 mobile truck
Their focus is on PGMI and Radiographer training, i.e. quality
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Australia adoption in each major center
Adelaide

Jones and Partners, Lyall McKeon and Flinders, Queen
Elizabeth Hospitals

Brisbane

Wesley Clinic

Sydney

Alfred\Mater Imaging- latest Enterpise Sale in Australia

Melbourne

Imaging Associates- PGMI and TC8 Risk experts
MIA Monash – part of iMed.

Perth

WBI, renewing Enterprise contract for 3rd year
Royal Perth Hospital using Volpara for Dose and CESM

Every hour the technologist spends using our software they
qualify for continuing professional development credits.
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Big screening programs – interest is rising
Region

Status

UK

PROCAS II trial underway around Manchester UK, goes live
imminently, this is a 2 year IT implementation trial.

Australia

We have one successful state-wide trial complete, working
through budget process now, and another about to start.

New Zealand

Trial of Enterprise underway with one region.

Norway

Publishing many papers and working closely with us across a
range of matters, but principally breast density.

Netherlands

The DENSE trial is in to its 9th year, results on doing breast MRI
on women with extremely dense breasts are close.
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Intellectual property position
VHT protects its on-going innovation with the most effective combinations
of IP rights, to anticipate new product development globally
VHT intellectual property currently includes:
35 granted patents
34 national patent applications in final stage of process
2 international patent proceeding in 80 countries
2 new international patent applications
registered trademarks in 39 countries
copyright works (software, graphics and text) and
Trade Secrets (which protect the key part of the code)
Thank you to all our inventors, including Director Mike Brady and Scientific
Advisors Nico Karssemeijer and Martin Yaffe
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Achievements in FY2018 – Total Contract Value (TCV) growth

Total Contract Value
(SaaS, Service & Capital)
signed in FY18

NZ$11.2m
Up 173% from
end FY17
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Achievements in FY2018 – Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) growth

ARR end FY18

NZ$3.6m
Up 223% from
end FY17

Approximately 3.7% of the US women being screened
were going through Volpara at end June 2018.
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Changing product mix

We’ve moved recurring revenues from 8% in FY16 to over 95% in Q1 FY19, almost all from SaaS contracts. These
contracts are building a growing pipeline of future revenue, but with many of the customers paying annually up front.
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Key FY17 vs FY18 numbers
FY18
NZ$ ‘000’s
SaaS revenue

FY17
NZ$ ‘000’s

$ Variance
NZ$ ‘000’s

%
Variance

1,902

93

1,809

+1,945%

Capital revenue

575

1,527

(952)

-62%

Service maintenance agreement revenue

304

219

85

+39%

Other revenue

31

-

31

+100%

Total revenue

2,812

1,839

973

+53%

Total income, incl. grants

3,535

2,047

1,488

+73%

70

63

7

+11%

(8,818)

(9,571)

753

-8%

3,068

2,270

798

+35%

57

14

43

+307%

Gross margin percentage (%)
Net loss after taxes (NZ$ ‘000’s)
Cash receipts from customers (NZ$ ‘000’s)
Total no. of VolparaEnterprise contracts signed
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Corporate overview
VHT’s recent share price momentum reflects confirmation of achievement
of FY2018 sales targets, a strong start to Q1FY19 and the successful,
oversubscribed, placement and share purchase plan in May 2018.

Share & financial information
Share price (22 August 2018)
52 week low / high

A$0.84
A$0.50-A$0.89

Current shares on issue:

- Listed ASX

127.67m

- Subject to voluntary escrow1

51.48m

Total Shares
Market Capitalisation

•
•

Brought on a number on
institutions in the May ’18
placement
The Founders and Directors
have agreed to escrow their
mandatory IPO escrowed
shares (51.48m) for a further
12 months (until 27 April 2019.

A$150.4m

Cash (30 June 2018)

NZ$22.785m /
A$20.96m

Debt (30 June 2018)

No debt

Enterprise value
1.
2.

179.16m

A$129.4m

Voluntary escrow of founders / directors shares until 27 April 2019
Assumes AUD / NZD exchange rate of A$0.92/NZ$1.00

Thank you WE Buchan.
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Capital raise objectives and status
We raised $20M in April 2018 to:
Build out our US market share:
o We now have 15 direct sales people on the ground in the US with support staff
o We now have a dedicated person for the OEM’s
o Challenges include IT security (ISO27001), regulatory changes globally
o Targeting NZ$9M ARR, which is 9% of US market at $2 ARPU.

Bring more products through and increase ARPU (price per woman)
o Resources flowing into Wellington to allow multiple product delivery at once
o Expanded service delivery team ensuring up-time
o Real-time quality control into alpha testing and regulatory
o Expanding knowledge of surgery
o Expanding our machine learning capabilities
Do more in Asia
o US team expansion has freed up APAC team.
o Major trial underway across Singapore with big private health chain
o Targeting big OEM for Japan

28
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Global regulatory status
VolparaDensity is considered in most jurisdictions to be a medical “device” since it measures
and estimates specific information about the patient.
Regulatory bodies in each market dictate that medical devices must be manufactured to the
highest standards and cleared before they can be marketed in that country. This presents
significant barriers to entry for new market participants.

In the US, Volpara has achieved three FDA 510(k) clearances so far covering VolparaDensity:

K102556 (2010), K152028 (2015), and K153427 (2016).
We are also cleared in Europe (Class 1m), Australia, NZ, Canada, South Korea, Thailand, Japan
& Taiwan, and other countries that do not regulate software medical devices.
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VolparaDensity

FDA cleared 510(k)
Extremely dense
tissue

Heterogeneously
dense tissue

Volpara Density
Automated, objective,
density, dose and
compression scoring for
each patient.

‘Fatty’ breast

‘Dense’ breast

Scattered fibroglandular tissue

Predominately
fatty tissue

The white star mimics a cancer – easy to see in
a fatty breast, much harder on a dense breast.
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Companies* in our space in the US
Breast Imaging Analytics
VolparaEnterprise

PACS Systems
(Image Archive)
Sectra
Intellerad
GE
Philips…

Information
System
MRS
PenRad
MagView
EPIC…

Density Assessment

Radiology Analytics

VolparaDensity
Hologic (Quantra)
iCAD…

Bayer
GE
Sectra…

Computer-Aided Detection
iCAD
Hologic…

X-ray Manufacturers
Hologic
GE
Siemens…

Display Workstations
MeVis
Three Palm…

Healthcare Big Data
Google
IBM Watson
Microsoft…

*Main companies with FDA clearance, there are many smaller ones in the space.
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Competitive Analysis* – Density, Dose and Pressure
To the best of our knowledge, based on marketing materials, FDA information, trade shows and other public sources:

Volpara
Density

iCAD
iReveal

Hologic
Quantra

FDA cleared to assess breast density for some x-ray systems

Y

Y

Y

Independent, vendor neutral – FDA cleared to work with all leading system
manufacturers for 2D mammography & 3D tomosynthesis

Y

Y

N

Automatically generates a quantitative volumetric measurement of density

Y

N

Y

Measures compressed thickness of dense tissue to show “focal density” masking risk

Y

N

Y

Clinical Density Map with 1 cm focal density indicator

Y

N

N

Reduces challenge of determining density in synthetic 2D images: C-View, V-Preview

Y

Y

Y

Backed by global validation and more than 250 publications

Y

N

N

Correlated to breast cancer risk and mammography sensitivity in multiple studies

Y

N

N

Patient-specific dose and applied pressure measurements

Y

N

N

Included directly into Tyrer-Cuzick breast cancer risk tool?

Y

N

N

Criteria

*Philips, Siemens, Densitas, MammoRisk limited user-base
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Competitive Analysis* – Analytics and Management Tools
To the best of our knowledge, based on marketing materials, FDA information, trade shows and other public sources:

Volpara
Enterprise

Philips
Intellispace

GE
Health
Cloud
(Dose
Watch)

Designed primarily for breast rather than general radiology

Y

N

N

N

N

Vendor-neutral density, dose, compression

Y

N

N

N

N

Image viewing in the cloud

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Technologist workflow analytics

Y

?

?

?

?

Application of cloud-based learning:
• Clinical application for breast density, personalized dose based on
breast density and breast compression pressure

Y

N

N

N

N

Automated analysis of patient positioning in mammography

Y

N

N

N

N

Clinical applications support 2D and 3D mammography

Y

N

N

N

N

Embedded technologist training

Y

N

N

N

N

Criteria

Siemens
Teamplay

Sectra
Cloud
(Dose
Track)

*there are other smaller players operating in this space, including some of the mammography reporting companies.
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